and how to initiate and monitor long-acting injections. Treatment resistant schizophrenia, clozapine initiation/monitoring abortion. Conversion and expansion of emergency contraception and medications. Therapy, and managing the side effects from Parkinson’s disease. Comparison of Parkinson’s agents, tips on optimizing levodopa therapy, and managing the side effects from Parkinson’s medications. Significant revisions to antivirals and influenza vaccines with a new chart. Expansion of cholesterol management, highlighting clinical pearls and an approach to therapy and symptom management. Some Highlights Include: Expansion of Diabetes Outcomes Colour Chart, with a 2nd page focusing specifically on the advantages and disadvantages of GLP1’a’s and SGLT2’s. New algorithm to approach insulin initiation in people with T2DM including tips on troubleshooting and switching insulin. Significant revisions to antivirals and influenza vaccines with a new section responding to vaccine myths. Addition of SUBOXONE and methadone colour comparison chart outlining efficacy, adverse events, convenience, and more. M5 has been expanded to two pages now including an overview highlighting clinical pearls and an approach to therapy and symptom management. Expansion of Parkinson’s Disease, now including a mini colour comparison of Parkinson’s agents, tips on optimizing levodopa therapy, and managing the side effects from Parkinson’s medications. Revision and expansion of emergency contraception and medical abortion. New psychotic disorders chart that includes information on treatment resistant schizophrenia, clozapine initiation/monitoring and how to initiate and monitor long-acting injections.